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PRESS RELEASE

Paris, May 19th, 2021
LunaSolutions – the aircraft sales and acquisitions subsidiary of the LunaJets Group, is pleased to  
announce closing the sale of the Dassault Falcon 7X s/n60.

“We are delighted with this transaction in which we navigated both parties to quickly reach a deal. 
It was a smooth and fast process for both the buyer and the seller on a very high-quality aircraft,  
notwithstanding the fact that the pandemic has recently delayed some transactions.” comments  
Guillaume Chamoin, head of LunaSolutions in Geneva. 

Guillaume Chamoin points out that as «LunaSolutions was the sole broker advising both parties it truly 
helped to speed up the due diligence and closing process.» 

LunaSolutions shares the same DNA as LunaJets, the leading private jet charter broker which, acts as an 
independent consulting firm to buy, sell, finance, and refurbish private aircraft focusing on the best interest 
of its clients. 

The recent closing of this Falcon 7X deal comes after another deal, a Global 6000 where LunaSolutions 
advised the seller. These two transactions in short succession, both on long range aircraft show the level 
of expertise LunaSolutions can provide to the market, whether as an exclusive agent or as one of the 
parties’ advisor. 

AMID THE PANDEMIC, LUNASOLUTIONS CLOSES 
TWO DEALS IN ONE MONTH AND SEES MANY 

MORE  OPPORTUNITIES.
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About LunaSolutions

LunaSolutions is a subsidiary of the LunaJets Group, a unique independent and  
neutral provider of strategic advice to clients and owners - transactions, financing, cost  
optimisation, sales and acquisitions of new and pre-owned aircraft.
Discover LunaSolutions on lunaaircraftsolutions.com and follow @lunaaircraftsolutions on 
Instagram and @lunaaircraftso1 on Twitter

About the LunaJets Group

The LunaJets Group is an independent global group of companies that provides leading 
aviation services such as private jet charter, strategic advisory services for aircraft sales & 
acquisition, passenger group charter, freight, and cargo transportation.

“The appointment of Guillaume Chamoin, a veteran of the sales and acquisi-
tions business has been a huge boost to LunaSolutions with already two transactions  
completed in few weeks and more to come as the market is quickly recovering from the pandemic”.   
Eymeric Segard, CEO of LunaJets Group adds. 

Guillaume Chamoin - LunaSolutions’ Sales and Acquisitions Director has nearly 20 years of experience in 
the industry, has sold around 100 aircraft, reaching $1,7 billion in sales.

In addition to Paris last year, The LunaJets Group is opening new offices in Monaco and  
Dubai which will complete its global network with Geneva and London.


